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The indocrinating of Israel and the strategy to 

retrieve its theft as told to Zack Sayegh. It was the 

summer of 1970 six years after we first heard of the 

state of Israel the orthodox union of American Jews 

was in its infancy and the first successful community 

began with the ability to correctly read the Torah and 

they were Ahi-ezer. That was when we heard that a 

country named Israel without any agreed or understood 

connection announced they are descended from the 

ancient Israelite our uncontrollable laughter will always 

be remembered as one of life's great moments. I was 

with my childhood sister Marsha Mindy Sayegh who 

else I was called Zack never realized my name is also 

Isaac we were the first of orthodox etiquette for the 

Torah's understanding and not obedience which is 

belief to reward unneeded emotions. The text is of 

aseance by dream clubs that are prevalent in the 

occult and describes the evolution of sorcery by their 

trance conversations as the evolution of earth and its 

species. The Torah introduces alohim as the all-

powerful creator in a language developed to 

circumvent the realization of their occult culture that 

forbids its ridicule with two additional understanding's 

coded as keys of its language's letters from lists of 

philosophy and science. The Torah developed into the 

satire of Russia's occult as it described the environs of 

prophets sorcerers and witches that decide fate that 

became a commitment to present on stage from its 

origin to its verified saga's completion. The text 

developed the ability to analyze phrases of its seance's 

that began to be publicized as the saga of the people of 

Israel that appeared in fated spurts and 

were intended only as a subject to observe. The Torah 

was taught by enchanting its story to the residents of 

the dream club's occult environment not knowing any 

other method of instruction beginning the mimic of the 

text's subjects observed spurts into a real life self-

preserved uniformed dialect. They were aware and 

nevertheless began the obsessed planning to accept the 

newly published Jewish calendar establishing their 

longevity. The Jewish religion of philosophy developed 

similarly from a cultural program fostered by the 

dreams of family warmth with its language's songs. 

The Jewish overwhelmed Russian society when 

introduced after the 19th century when presented as a 

nation of 2000 years with almost all of Russia knowing 

and phrasing the Torah a fairytale as a law book. The 

new country to its south resulted from the scripture 

incantation "go as everything is for you" adopted the 

substituted identity Israel not realizing its meaning's 

outcome and began to document adherents of yehova's 

message and as the anointed god of Israel by alohim's 

transcribed imagination. They are Russia obsessed to 

indoctrinate that overwhelm and now it was of them. 

The readers of the satire both Americans and the 

Israelis that followed have to decipher and not perceive 

to understand what was spoken or what was quoted. 

The enchantments of indoctrination is absorbed as 

inversed bits of memory traveling throughout the 

anatomy and again inversed when anatomically 

accepted dominating response and its memory that is 

permanent and absorbed by all sound and sight. The 

stories when scrutinized are composed from keys of 

philosophy and science for its three designed 

understandings. The key for philosophy lists aleph-

acquaint, bet –integrate, gimel-also, daled-set, hey-not 

imagined, vav-modify, zayin-outward,chet - happened, 

tet-engulf, yud-individual,chaff-accept,  lamed-

instruction, mem- nature, nun-ability,samech-teach, 

eyin-fantasize, peh-image,tzadik-conform, kuff- 
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conclusion, raish- spirit, shin- sound, tuff -concept. The 

key for science was for the additional understanding as 

all essences are preserved experiments aleph-anode, 

bet-integrate, gimel- possibility, daled-standard, hey-

height, vav-modify, zayin-oxidation, chet-heat, tet-

absorbs, yud-individual participation,  chaff- cathode, 

lamed-instructions, mem-measured,  nun- achieve, 

samech–product verified,  eyin- essence, peh-breed mix, 

tzadik-symmetry, kuff-non-absorbent, raish- reducing 

agent, shin-entropy, tuff- theorem. The vowels when 

attached pronounce sound that designates its distance 

influence or esteem. 

The real story is the saga of themselves and for 

themselves to account for the never remembered 

outcomes of their imagination continuing with Noah a 

name and term of the powder that is part of the essence 

mix of sorcery that began to be distributed openly 

within their environs. They overtook the earth when 

measurements were understood to design security for 

their families and Noah announced as the righteous 

was understood conformity that when his family 

cursed would continue to all following generations. 

The humanity that they were among was considered 

only a species that reasoned with memory that is not 

respected as permanent to be constantly conquered 

becoming the curse of their civilization on all time. The 

story continues to the enchantment of yehova as 

alohim's god apprentice that charmed all who were 

needed for the goal that he was given as the one and 

only to be loved by the identified Israel that was 

confusing as his enchantments were the slavery that he 

fostered along with its promised exodus that always 

will be attached. Then there was Moses recruited to be 

the main assistant in what was never a law book but a 

book describing a society of occult overtaking one 

another and Israel the term that was becoming the real 

saga as none survived. They never were described a 

large group or had continuity other then the term and 

never were able to maintain a bloodline or successfully 

marry. They conversed as text every now and then 

about strategy always becoming bewilderment to the 

dedicated fans not realizing they were repeating an 

enchanter's fantasy. The seances in any generation 

requiring two or more active participants within the 

addictive essence could have developed the story that 

conjures names to identify terms that continue to plans 

that become scenarios and if spell-bind into a 

numbered sequence will become a never ending story 

or goal. The clubs dream in metaphors that some 

participants believe is reality and others not. Those 

bewitched to dominate the conversation with whatever 

belief believed get the upper hand in the developing 

metaphors until it's ended. The Torah's characters 

added styled phrases for thoughts that included to the 

slaves of Egypt beginning as unknown and continuing 

with fantasies of journeys by names not realized mostly 

as narration. The known sacrificed child Isaac 

preceding Moses as a mentor and implied born as the 

illegitimate son to Abraham and his explained wife 

Sarah. Abraham was fantasized as passionately 

emotional about his wife in a paragraph that was 

written as a dream and never was reality. A mother or 

father is usually identified with the word birth 

otherwise considered an influence by their name's 

describing attitudes. The phrases "and he said or 

spoke" are prophecies of incantations that was read in 

text as narration. The term differentiate incorrectly 

understood as a measure of time was detailing items as 

chemicals described as a sign and when prepared a sign 

composed with the 6th letter key meaning modify with 

the beginning chapter expressing nine mixes as oil as 

all items mentioned in the Torah are processed. The 

paragraph expresses the unforgiving reality that 

develops with time. The term victim was understood as 

part of the Jewish religion's belief as requiring 

sacrifices of livestock instead required silence in the 

assumed essence for a week in an attempt to enchant 

silence that was intended to fail as a chant for silence 

was required. The majority of readers understood the 

text as how society should improve or behave never 

being able to understand the scripture fully 

The portrayed lawgiver Moses was never assumed 

unable to comprehend beyond his ability as a prophet 

in reality one that prepares enchantments. The 

enchantments perpetually required yehova and alohim 

to be loved sorcerers were intrigued to know if the 

essence to enchant the prophet's phrases was prepared 

correctly, it was not always. Sorcery is indoctrination. 

Those that bewitch also bewitch themselves along with 

their families, livestock, rodents and insects with 

indifference to any life species. 

The key as numerical value's are aleph-1, bet- 2, 

gimel-3, daled-4,  hey- 5, vav-6, zayin-7, chet-8, tet-9, 

yud-10,  chaff- 20,  lamed-30, mem-40, nun- 

50,samech- 60, eyin-70, peh-80,tzadik-90, kuff- 

100,  raish-200, shin- 300,tuff-400. 

The Jewish year 5721 was a sum composed by keys 

as "tashcha" was set to 1961 with letter's tuff, shin, 

chaff and aleph meaning the theorem of entropy as a 

cathode is to acquaint and as Ahi-ezer explained by the 

closing of the previous Jewish New Year the theorem 

of entropy is how sorcery is understood as its strength 

is hidden. The emphasis when shown as a slash in its 

Hebrew indicates a change from key to key for the 

same phrase. The additional year 1974 was tuned to 

tashlad-5734 tuff, shin, lamed and daled the theorem of 

entropy as instruction is set. The enchantments are 

intended for the child born in 1961 and was thirteen 

years of age when Jewish tradition agreed that males 

have independent entitlements including a magic 

apprenticeship. The Russian planners did not permit 

any reprieve of their tradition's sadistic bewitchments 
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avoided or prevented for the child to be enchanted. The 

year 2017 is that of tashaach-5778 that is tuff, shin, 

eyin and chet the theorem of entropy's essence 

happened. The calendar published by Ahi-ezer 

along with its other endowment's of the 1960's having 

to return. 

Kashrus was an additional idea taken from the Torah 

that begin with Jewish expansion after 1960 originally 

thought philosophical commandments for cuisine and 

then realized a new obsession that was designed to 

develop imaginations of science and a kitchen 

that could be conscripted laboratories. The 

commandments required maintaining rules to measure 

separate and heat with methods of washing utensils and 

when concern as too much was expected 

inconsistencies were added as a future challenge if the 

strategy failed. 

Journal begins Livingston street Brooklyn New York 

in November of 1978 at my alma mater the High 

school City as School I realize I have to go as my life's 

future determines with all possible happiness sacrificed. 

I couldn't remember my teacher's moments after 

leaving our embrace. Then I listened to the plan read 

from notes of future indoctrinations who would believe. 

The notes will be enchanted to me in about 40 years as 

part of the spell bonded to capture the Soviet god the 

formula of the occult essence. There was dictation of 

notes of what I wanted and needed to remember for my 

training to know what was truthful. I realized I was 

coming home bitter angry cheated but with my country 

gaining the necessary knowledge.  I also asked to be 

reminded if I was a good conscript journal continues.   

1 all noted instruction's for your enchantment will be 

repeated verbatim set as incantations when the final 

attempt for sorcery's capture will begin by 2011. They 

are all familiar and considered regular removing their 

desire to understand that could not have excluded 

instructions for deeply felt emotions and illnesses that 

they instinctively would have been expected. They left 

no exit as strategy for themselves and their culture as 

their insanity is fate to transpire then to press and send 

when all will be clearly written as transcription's 

enshrined journal closing for 1978. 

Halloween October 31 1982 I was conceptualizing of 

what would a normal childhood would be like I have a 

year before I have to go and I am attempting everything 

for it to be avoided. I am writing from my thoughts 

about a conversation that I could not express and is 

clear was enchanted. We're fucked, a new page to 

continue writing is now required and opened and as 

instructed without any emotion.  Zack, Rome again was 

in rebellion and they are Russia and we in panic were 

chosen to be their witness for them strategy of 

flagrancy and for us any found opportunity to end our 

cult adherence. We were induced to dare in a world 

that all are their province tribes and were children 

when becoming part of their newly created cult of one 

million Americans that is home to our previous 

rebellion liberty and the two reasonings intertwined. 

When realized we spoke and were not heard we 

recorded and listened and then we spoke never to be 

silent journal concludes as of now you are to document 

as the transcript's conclusion for a happy Halloween 

and never a trick or treat Transcript closing for October 

31 1982. 

September 27 1983 from thoughts I write. The stories 

developing in your thoughts are not always its memory 

design and result from incantations of composition's 

entire development that when recalled can be tuned 

with emotion by a planned song or identifying style. 

The incantations are enchantments with set spells 

developing methods of their entrenched possessing 

while frivolously conversing during seances. The 

composition composed during the term of President 

Carter's succession will be enchanted to you in about 

four decades as a spell set to write prior to your return 

home with instruction to be published when it can be 

fortified with spirit. America names a sorcerer Trustee 

to bond our society. The assembly's that established 

Liberty the equal enchantment to all as our living oath 

sworn for the posterity of the announced jurisdiction 

began to design monuments for its awareness. They 

ordered the conscript of all power earth possesses to 

achieve the god for trust to whom a nation is sworn. 

America is seized and must urgently awake a Trustee 

as sorcery and not trust rules our land and is controlled 

by a foreign culture enchanting without any difference 

to which species and were forever our eternal tyranny. 

As memory was realized obstructed with fairytale 

fantasies as cover a statue and island was built by 

American's in Manhattan's harbor to remember never to 

surrender the awakening.  The inscription's announcing 

July 4 1776 as our hoped independence day were 

encryption required for the rebellion to attain as 

knowledge in awareness the 4 formulas that are never 

to be forgotten along with its conscripts from times 

beginning. With Satan they fought. The chemicals are 

calcium oxide, sodium hydroxide, water and sodium 

acetate for the essence that designs dreams and July 

taken from the chemical expression Joule. The 

calculation with clarity is referenced to 1773 grams to 

be deciphered as a division for the base of 3 unit's 

slaked lime, soda lime with sodium acetate the powder 

mixed that finalizes our independence from the occult 

to declare the bond's date has arrived.  America's living 

oath when only a Trustee will delve into a soul so 

liberty is never forsaken. Good luck conscript through 

your ascension liberty's taboo and your awaited return. 

My enchanting has ended and you will no longer hear 

from me Transcript closed for September 27 1983. 

October 23 1983 the enchantments that indoctrinated 

our presidents and his advisers not permitting their 
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health or authority will be televised nationally as they 

were walked from infancy as instructed after 2018 

Transcript closing for October 23 1983. 

October 29 1983 arrived yesterday 2nd day away 

from home. I received my document of accession 

hoping my parents will not be called. Israel was 

Russia's new language plateau following Spain Wales 

Italy and Germany with their reoccurring scenario 

script of god for a hundred years imaginary wars with 

the dumbfounded approached as nations that are 

invited to sign treaty's and to publicly admit they were 

always deserving of love and a charter document that 

begins it all ignored for love of its letter's song 

Transcript continues. 

1, the charter describes its raison d'être and for the 

area chartered Israel to be the Torah that describes 

ongoing conversations of seances structuring the 

country's terminology. 

2,the terms developed the society's prayers as flagrant 

and not realized believers in the occult. Their public 

image in countries they indoctrinated to accuse or 

indulge was believed not be realized and never was 

intended to be corrected when its only purpose was 

their hunt. 

 3, the philosophy continued as kind and modest for 

the search of the virgin bride not for marriage but as an 

epidemic that must end the continuing philosophy that 

created dissension. The obsessions to fantasize of 

physical relationships are a perversion that sprang from 

its culture to promote or abstain in the thoughts they 

determined for all societies. 

4, their bewitching to conscience's for pride was the 

emotional award for the clap of the hands that urges to 

dance with the Torah. 

 5,the Jewish new year season's dance are of the finest 

tribal waltzes with thrown kisses ignoring it's a book on 

parchment that they cannot read correctly to 

comprehend and to be reminded for their celebrated 

71th independence day in over three decades. The 

elegant fringed uniforms and palm branches preparing 

for the flamboyant dance of encirclement looking up or 

looking down bowing to the right or bowing to the left 

stepping back or stepping forward and then turning on 

chants harmony to honor those of charter. 

6, the prayer book describing the dance was printed 

and first read in 1970 by Ahi-ezer and ridiculed as an 

edict of an upcoming fantasized ritual the prayers are 

almost all metaphors. 

 7, the English pronunciation for yehova is Jehovah 

and derived the term Jewish from Jehovah and wish for 

its adherent's Transcript closing for October 29 1983. 

March 31 1986 settled in and mourning for the U.S. 

tax income day. My child born is illegitimate from my 

wife's lover inquisitively I asked if it was forced she 

was adamant that her friend's character does not justify 

that comment as I cannot always remember 

I apologized. The insanity of what is Israel is clear the 

reason it formulates is their indoctrination that we 

witness and just cannot remember how or when it's 

done Transcript continues. 

1, Russian Jew or Soviet Jew was among titles 

created to promote the program that they did not realize 

was for terminologies name changes by non-Russians 

to understand their actions. 

2, the fables and traditions indoctrinated designed 

belief and were not verified and when they are 

doubted also realized was enchanted. The Russian's 

encompass our minds replacing ability and belief with 

their fantasized indoctrinated memory that is inherent. I 

stood there and watched and just could not remember. 

3, American adherent's children of posterity never 

used any titles when they met socially as a Torah book 

club. The original group promoted the text for a last-

ditch effort to end our occupation by the Soviet regime 

realized in 1902.  

4, the Jewish religion was introduced for America as 

ball room's for marriages to identify Russians that were 

being coaxed to proudly be identified as having its 

roots. The comical comments that followed from 

enthusiasm were emotionally apologetic that they are 

assimilated and would support a synagogue. They also 

hinted that without any spiritual shame they would 

marry a gentile and were careful out of concern for the 

marriage families memories of anti-Semitism not yet 

induced. American adherent's new coreligionists of 

Russia began to organize throughout the world as 

secular Jews and to ease any doubts spoke as of the one 

nation that motivated George Washington's winter of 

Valley Forge Transcript closing for March 31 1986. 

April 25 1986 my birthday and just in the mood to 

transcript my thoughts bull shit that it is expressed 

incorrectly I don't talk like that and you knew me too 

Transcript continues. 

1, the first time in the history of America's revolution 

for liberty as destiny the dictatorial ghost culture was 

clearly identified beginning the attempt to decipher 

their intent for their dysfunction.  

2, when the strategy was planned to perfection the 

Torah's pronounced understanding was toasted by our 

parents as our European enslaver's will go to their 

extinction and that too the Russians planned to be 

yearned as an idiotic day of Jewish memorial as we 

were instructed absurdities will not be forgotten. 

3, the original meaning of anti-Semitism was to 

explain dreams as reality that would obstruct our 

success Transcript closing for April 25 1986. 

August 30 1987 I am from a third generation family 

of a Torah book club knowing they were not any 

groups before and when we were referred as a people 

brought realization that we are being indoctrinated to 

be a cult Transcript continues. 
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1, Israel's law of return of the Jews was a legal brief 

to declare an area on the planet's east as independent 

that would have resulted with me its only citizen as my 

two children with the addition born June 1988 

illegitimate from my wife's lovers. 

2,  when basic assistance on my arrival was not given 

I explained I am a lineal citizen of the United States 

thinking I could jab or make an issue and then assigned 

a wife from an orthodox Hungarian Jewish family that 

could not have existed. The government's clergy 

weren't concerned as they did not believe anybody was 

actually Jewish acting as part of a conspiracy that was 

theatrical. They made realization that Israel's citizens 

spoke as tellers of tales. 

3, all I wanted was to return home my father Albert 

was killed in the summer at a Tel Aviv hospital that 

wasn't hidden and timed for the day they mourned 

Jerusalem's destruction thousands of fiction years prior. 

They just took and took my sister Marsha Mindy last 

saw dad a few years before not having returned 

Transcript closing for August 30 1987. 

October 2012 Jewish holiday season I was taken for 

surgery that was not needed for a prosthetic implant in 

place of the left aorta with a mechanical beat that 

need's heart maintenance drugs that they are already 

planning I will not be able to purchase. It is time to end 

them Transcript closing for October 2012. 

November 1 2016 Israel's ministry of defense 

presented as representing ongoing and incoming 

governments was those that entered our homes in our 

New York youth indoctrinating us to participate for 

their state religion Transcript continues. 

1, the document of aliyah meaning ascension or a 

messianic captive was issued only to Americans as its 

requirements on arrival. The DOA issued for me was in 

October 1983 identification # 182513 at the age of 

twenty-two along with me there were thousands of 

Americans taken from their homes and institutionally 

harassed by duty-bound Israeli's on their arrival many 

Americans died.  We are prisoners of war and of the 

conscripts from times beginning that will not to be 

forgotten.  I do remember Transcript closing for 

November 1 2016. 

December 16 2016 the Russian society never ending 

their obsession to apprentice occult chemists sent for 

unneeded employ anywhere yet to employ created a 

culture as individual obedient that move from country 

to country as a swarm with every emotion of anger 

fantasy or revenge to one another influencing their 

human swarm to incapacitate every environment 

visited Transcript continues. 

1, the term Israel of the scripture were individuals 

with thoughts enchanted as its culture's expectation 

with the land by the same name the cradle where the 

characteristic developed that would be seen from a 

distance never again needing to enter. The name 

developed from an individual to that of his children 

continuing to tribes and a people as its story and then a 

place named in 1948 for a developing religion of 

philosophy for unending thinking as that is how they 

train with concepts we mastered by text. 

2, the unregulated imagination of Israel was observed 

in every home and conscience globally representing the 

scripture gad that had limited discipline with his 

armory the reference for Armageddon that had to be 

developed for its control America a victim had to gain 

the ability from infiltration it was a crusade. 

3, the ending of the occult was understood to simple 

and as attempts always failed brought realization that it 

must have been fortified by all participants with their 

chemists only a partner. 

4, the Armageddon plan was needed and adopted 

sending most of the culture's newly trained sorcerers to 

Russia's south the new Israel where a position was 

available for every seeker. 

5, the crusade that is succeeding was born out of 

stories of rebellion to defend its belief a plan that began 

that has taken close to a shameful 130 years to achieve 

the ability to prepare the training that will bring 

freedom Transcript closing for December 16 2016. 

September 1 2017 Israel's police symbol a star of six 

representing a reorganized design of the essence's 

chemical expression with laurels showing it's their 

highest concern that includes the thirteenth Hebrew 

letter meaning nature. The police are mainly Russian 

born and their arrests are real of which I am now 

included requiring locking hands and ankles by cuffing 

removing shoelaces and trouser belt for a mandatory 

walk down steps as a permanent procedure. The arrest 

that was planned resulted from my verbal jab on my 

original government interview of 1983 those involved 

in the planning including the enchanters themselves 

was documented Transcript continues. 

1, their actions and those that are similar result from 

enchantments heard as thoughts with the only reason 

that some are acted on and others not are hidden belief. 

The feeling's emotion intuition and anguish bewitched 

with instructions not to be heard correlate as a planned 

script with images that are vivid and thoughts heard 

becoming an activity. 

2, they are realized as fetishes obsessions or 

addiction's humanity's seizure from incantation's never 

permitting its end a result from Satan determines. 

3, Satan is a name derived from sat and an, a 

determiner. They are ongoing phrases that 

are inverses of all their enchanters bewitchments  for 

imaginations that removed understanding reasoning for 

all reason Transcript closing for September 1 2017. 

December 20 2017 Israel's government upon my 

arrival thirty four years earlier began their harassment 

with telephone calls forbidding my employment and 

reminding me taxes must be paid that catalyzed the 
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future planning for collection of my household 

furniture in place of taxation that I was unable to pay 

when my payment from the United States treasury 

deposit was obstructed Transcript continues. 

1, the entire theater production of my life seemed 

only for identifying the culture as serfdom. 

2, the war for my home that began at age 14 when 

visited in New York by bank leumi 

representatives  answerable to their country's reasoning 

when spoken about openly  would catalyze the freedom 

of American Jewish groups from their cult grip. The 

bank employees represented Israelis in a neighborhood 

on the far side of all their seas. 

3, upon my arrival to Israel as demanded an account 

was already prepared listed for me and a wife before I 

knew her years later when asked to close our joint 

account it was forbidden and any chance of happiness. 

4, at the age of 55 in an attempt to publicize my 

children's birth illegitimacy by a letter sent to the Israel 

broadcasting authority that responded by requiring the 

collection of a broadcasting tax from my bank account 

when I do not have an operational television or 

computer or phone or portable. 

5, my apartment fully paid had a mortgage added of 

over two hundred thousand shekels without any 

comprehension to repeat their 1985 performance when 

bank leumi tellers represented the Jewish agency 

directives and spitefully refused rites employment and 

any opportunity to the Americans from its Jewish 

groups Transcript closing for December 20 2017. 

December 23 2017 promises are still being made by 

enchantments that I hear from the Russians on their 

visits to my apartment that it will be a year or more 

before I return home. Realizing I was in a trance I 

shouted to remind them that they also are in a trance 

and have no idea of what they are doing. Again, I 

shouted loudly to curtail their bewitchment and end my 

intolerable pain. They responded that they need to 

correct what they were doing saying their visits were 

prior to April 13 2015 with thoughts bewitched to 

imagine towards the end of 2017 two weeks before 

Christmas they inquired if I understood what they were 

explaining they understood I did Transcript continues. 

1, they returned additional evenings adding to what 

was said. Their last visit is being planned for August 

2015 and continued by explaining they were unable to 

be aware of truth as all are dreamers resulting 

from required seances of parlor meetings congresses 

and assemblies where its knowledge was spoken about 

as the occult's protocol. 

2, they will no longer be concerned that I was 

enchanted to remember eight years of bullshit with the 

ability to decipher the Soviet god that may be our 

successful final attempt. They reminisced about years 

prior when they were planning an obstacle to my 

departure that would was planned to be overcome and 

did not desire the ability to prevent what they do. They 

apologized to my parents as prose to remember stories 

about them as vivid images I now 

understand clearly how they indoctrinate and hope 

other Americans also began to realize Transcript 

closing for December 23 2017.  

December 25 2017 my articles that I write are from 

enchantments to my imagination some planned decades 

or generations before. Those prepared for today's 

dreams when I was not yet born was to remind me it's 

Christmas day 2017 alone and far away from my 

awaiting home Transcript closing for Christmas day 

2017. 

December 26 2017 transcribed notes from 1978 

continued to explain the occult's reason for my being 

removed from known existence. The dreams in the 

1930's repeating the plans that began a decade 

earlier required the compiling of all notes by sorcerers 

as part of the spell we are preparing for 

its knowledge. The plans forbid the possibility 

of failure requiring the notes to be bewitched as written 

for cover. The notes were sequenced as a conjured 

calendar that included my training before my parents 

were acquainted and still in their youth to infiltrate the 

Soviet Union without the possibility of our failure so 

they must Transcript closing for December 26 2017. 

December 27 2017 thirty four years since I left home 

and having withstood the occult the bugle company 

should be awakening help by now. Where are 

they? Transcript continues.  

1, it has been three months since there were any 

roaches in my apartment the neighborhood also saw a 

decline we are only a species. 

2, the occult train roaches by touch where to crawl to 

be placed in cylinders incubating up to five years they 

set under counters and in closets to climb by light's 

sign sound or humidity. The roaches are trained with 

the same essence atmosphere creating an obsession and 

affection that never ends. There is not any other 

method of infestation the same is with all species rats, 

dogs and cats Transcript closing for December 27 2017. 

December 28 2017 they are witches and warlocks and 

among the rulers of the occult, the fraternity of 

indoctrination. The forbidden formula that has been 

stolen begins the attempt to bring it home so I 

transcript to verify it is being received Transcript 

continues. 

1, they are being fucked page not to be turned.  

2, the weather is an ongoing interest and is an 

important part of their harassment leading to the 

understanding that an emotional plan of awareness is 

required that is prepared. The weather is totally 

controlled and angrily understood when reminded by 

our winters of frozen streets that they assumed was 

only a prank threatening our movement was our 

subjugation. 
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3, water to drink and fill our oceans has always been 

produced and protected as a fictional natural resource. 

Water was never dependent on the weather and only a 

part when enough water filled our oceans as a planned 

increase to the planet's weight the calendar leap years 

were no longer needed. 

4, all emblems on chemistry's table of elements or its 

formulas are understood and easily manufactured none 

are scarce and none a resource. 

5, America forbids having DNA scans for paternity 

documented correctly from a recorded   decision of the 

Soviet clubs to whom we answer and not for whom we 

are sworn. They are constantly being demanded for 

public knowledge by all men who were capable of 

being my father on deaf ears they fell to become 

disillusion providers in a country that is theirs and still 

has not conquered. 

6, my adoptive father was born a black American 

child and spoke of the obsession to dye skin we did not 

arrive from Africa the blacks are of posterity and is an 

ongoing indoctrination. 

7, Russians and those that they walked were almost 

all that arrived and is the rebellion from destiny that is 

the American Revolution from humanities beginning. 

8, Israel never permitted me a partner for pleasurable 

sex when induced to come. The only happiness I had 

was with my high school teacher who cared for me 

knowing I was being sent to infiltrate the Soviet Union 

and trained for a life to withstand its satanic spells not 

concerned with our embrace just my return as my 

teachers did not know if I was going to survive I was 

17.   

9, I am soon reaching the age of 58 having captured 

the Soviet god that alone I cannot ignite. Bugle 

company break formation and get me home to teacher 

Transcript closing for December 28 2018. 

March 11 2018 just writing, my birth parents were 

removed at birth as they were with the few that could 

fully motivate the explanation of seances by the 

Hebrew text that in Israel I am the only person that has 

its knowledge Transcript continues. 

1, it was a promise preserved from my infancy that 

would follow my parent's death along with only having 

posterity that obligated me to find a way home. The 

parents who raised me for whom I was born were of 

the same association. 

2, I no longer have any possibility to purchase 

medication or basic necessities with all exits blocked I 

began to publicize the formula to home through 

electronic mail all is needed is for one person to have 

the emotional charge for it to be understood 

3, Zion Adar a Jewish calendar date this month and 

metaphor to screw all referred in Israel's philosophy as 

the birthday of Moses a transcript seventeen days 

later Transcript closing for March 11 2018. 
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